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Providing Vision
The Lower Park Avenue RDA plan provides a unique opportunity to provide a framework for a long
term vision for this neighborhood that could provide signature public/private projects that embody
broader community wide goals. The Lower Park Avenue Neighborhood is not currently utilized to its’
best potential and includes a patchwork of public, private, residential, and resort projects that are only
loosely associated and often create confusion for the visitor and encourage competing interests
among local landowners and development interests. However, the presence of pocket of both
privately held and municipal owned land that are ripe for redevelopment, the current economic climate
that has private interests looking for creative partnerships and financing options, and the history of
cooperation and planning coordination between municipal and resort management all point toward a
future where the Lower Park Avenue Neighborhood could be another gem of the community. A
community where there is a long history of successful redevelopment initiatives and the leadership to
continue building upon past achievements with each new iteration bringing increased economic value,
more continuity of approach, and improving long term sustainability of the broader community goals
and vision.
More specifically, the Lower Park Avenue RDA and associated funds have the potential to spur
innovative redevelopment of one of the primary hubs of Park City’s resort recreational economy. To
increase the potential for additional event based economic stimulus. To improve the function, logistics,
and guest experience during existing community scale events, and to provide a series of
transportation and connectivity improvements to allow better synergy between the economic engines
and bed base that exist both within and, of equal importance, adjacent to the Lower Park Avenue
Neighborhood on and around historic Main Street.
Key Neighborhood Components
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

City Park
Park City Mountain Resort Park Lot Re-development Sites
Library Center Complex
Historic Residential Lower Park Avenue Neighborhood – Upper / South Side
Newer Bed Base Portion of the Lower Park Avenue Neighborhood – Lower / North Side
Adjacency to Park Bonanza District, and Lower Main Street District

Transportation and Connectivity
The primary entry points into the neighborhood are through existing nodes at Park Ave and Deer
Valley Drive at the Cole Sport / Jan’s traffic light and the Bonanza / Deer Valley Drive light at the NE
corner of City Park. These function of these nodes are critical to both resorts and to the ability to
handle community scale events.


Consider the use of appropriately scaled traffic circles, grade separated improvements for
pedestrians or vehicles, and strategies to allow uninterrupted flow of Public Transit (transit only
express lanes / free right turns) as potential strategies for improvement to the these nodes

Key existing transportation corridors include Deer Valley Drive, Park Avenue, and the Lowell / Empire
Avenue Loop, all traveling North – South and each separated by significant differences in grade from
the others. Few if any East – West connections exist to complete a traditionally efficient grid. Grade
separation, green spaces at City Park and the Library Center, and past redevelopments have all

provided obstacles to creating these connections. This pattern places greater stress on the major
entry nodes, limits the practicality of some potential locations for parking improvements, inhibits
pedestrian movement, and is less intuitive for destination visitors to the community. Lower Woodside
Avenue has the potential to provide a renewed North-South Pedestrian corridor connecting the Library
Center to residential portions of the neighborhood without the vehicular conflicts inherent with the
other North-South arteries.














Look for every practical opportunity to provide East – West connectivity and re-establish a
more traditional grid.
Analyze ability of corridors created by City owned land or land owned in partnership with the
City to create East – West connections.
Consider utilization of stairs, outdoor escalators, or elevators at key locations to make
pedestrian movement practical between the resort and City Park, trail corridors, and North –
South arteries.
Consider additional pedestrian improvements and reduction of travel lanes on Park Avenue as
well as pedestrian improvements associated with redevelopment along the Lowell / Empire
Avenue loop.
Consider new modes of public transit and dedicated transit lanes or corridors throughout the
study area and connecting to and through adjacent districts. Consider dedicated small bus
service, trolley, or street car service on a Lower Park Avenue, Main Street, and Deer Valley
Drive loop. Long term consideration should be given to preserving corridors and nodes for light
rail service between the resort and key points outside the neighborhood.
Consider encouragement / development of an alternative (non-rubber tire) transportation
solution between major existing entitlements at the North and South ends of Lowell Avenue to
reduce traffic impacts to residential portions of the neighborhood and maximize planning
flexibility and location of density for future projects.
Consider all potential transportation and connectivity improvements under the lens of their
ability to provide functional and identifiable ties between bed base and revenue centers in the
Lower Park Avenue Neighborhood and those adjacent to it. Attempt to gauge the increase in
revenue potential these solutions could bring to Historic Main Street, Park Bonanza and
elsewhere.
Consider additional pedestrian improvements (side walks, benches) and beautification projects
(planter boxes, identification of pocket park opportunities) along Lower Woodside to create a
pedestrian boulevard separated from high traffic arteries, to add value to existing bed base,
and to strengthen connections to the potential redevelopment projects and the Library Center.
Consider signage and way finding improvements that help identify connections to and through
the neighborhood and create a more seamless transition between the resort and the
surrounding neighborhoods. Use these items strategically to direct vehicle and pedestrian
traffic along preferred routes.

Parking
Very Few dedicated public parking facilities exist in the Lower Park Avenue Neighborhood. Those that
do exist are in the form of small and segmented surface lots that are not designed for the volume or
circulations needs that are frequently called upon to provide. Currently the solution during peak
periods and events is often the use of privately owned surface parking at Park City Mountain Resort.
Even with this opportunity available, overflow parking on the street in restricted areas, unpredictable
pedestrian movements, and private vehicle/transit/pedestrian conflicts are common during major
events such as the Sundance Film Festival, the Arts Festival, Fourth of July, sporting events and even
peak Holiday / skiing visitation. Surface parking lots at the resort are already entitled for
redevelopment of the resort base and the prohibitive costs of comprehensive replacement of this
parking in underground or structured formats has stymied past redevelopment efforts and the

economic stimulus they are meant to provide. The Lower Park Avenue RDA Plan and future
neighborhood plans should include a more comprehensive and coordinated long term approach for
addressing these issues.






Look for locations where structured parking could be efficiently designed and constructed over
time on public land in locations that are well coordinated with public transit, pedestrian
movements and accessibility to key event locations.
Consider public investment in development of structured parking on private land in key
locations.
Consider reduced parking requirements for residential / lodging development in conjunction
with public and private transportation solutions to allow private capital to be invested in mixed
use parking and transportation services.
As with Transit / Transportation projects, consider the potential of the project for increasing
potential revenues both within and out side the RDA area and to provide for improved guest
experience and revenue from repeat visits.
Consider converting surface lots and driveways at the perimeter of City Park to a pedestrian
boulevard if alternative parking and transportation solutions can be developed.

Redevelopment Projects
The single most significant redevelopment opportunity in the project area both in terms of municipal
revenue potential and creating a new face for this area of the community exists on the parcels entitled
in the Park City Resort Master Plan, circa 1996. However, significant opportunities for signature
projects also existing on several critically located smaller parcels elsewhere in the neighborhood.
Several of these parcels are either municipally owned or involve current public / private partnerships.
Significant potential for redevelopment that furthers multiple goals of the RDA vision exist along two
corridors along the East – West access. The first would connect Park City Mountain Resort / Lowell
Avenue to Park Avenue and Old Miners Hospital in the vicinity of the decommissioned Park Ave Fire
Station. The second would provide a more subtle connection between the resort, Park Ave and City
Park along the axis of the Shadow Ridge Hotel and the City Park softball diamond when examined in
plan view.
The Library Center and surrounding green space also provide opportunities for enhanced civic and
event functions without compromising the community park and gathering space that currently exist.
Lastly, the dedicated residential parcel at the North end of City Park when coupled with some of the
aforementioned transportation solutions seems to provide opportunity for a public – private
redevelopment project in the future.






Examine how all projects selected will contribute to revenue potential, guest experience,
resident quality of life, housing opportunities and community sustainability
Consider building on existing efforts to create a signature mixed use project on the old Park
Avenue Fire Station corridor that provides a neighborhood center, additional housing
opportunities, a hub for neighborhood services, a pedestrian transportation connection, and a
means for dealing with the grade separation that has traditionally segmented the
neighborhood.
Consider a project between Shadow Ridge Hotel and City Park that would include pedestrian
circulation improvements and increased housing opportunities.
Consider working with the existing ownership of the residential units at the North End of City
Park to redevelopment the site with potential consideration of additional density, public funding
or financing mechanisms, and more seamless integration with the Park.




Consider public support, public financing or financial incentives, and reduced parking
standards as tools for encouraging partnership on the potential redevelopment of the Park City
Mountain Resort Base Area.
Consider additional uses for the Library Center that enhance rather that detract from the civic
and park characteristics the community currently enjoys at the site. A community gardens or
relocation of the Senior Center to this parcel are both examples of projects that could be
entertained without compromising the existing attributes of the Library Center and green
space. This parcel is also showcased during events such as the Sundance Film Festival.
These events provide opportunities to use this parcel to demonstrate Park City’s commitment
to historic preservation, education, building community and sustainability.
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Based upon a site visit to Park City conducted in November 2009 and its experience in planning and
development in similar ski resort-based communities nationwide, Design Workshop has worked with city staff
to develop a matrix of recommended public sector investment projects in the Lower Park Avenue RDA area.
Potential public investments include public/private redevelopment projects in select areas of the Lower Park
Avenue area, infrastructure improvements including upgrades to streetscapes, parking, open spaces, trails, and
related amenities, and public investments in facilities such as conference centers or other community gathering
places. The Design Workshop team has identified projects for the Lower Park Avenue area based upon the
findings and suggestions of earlier studies conducted in Park City, the suggestions of city staff and elected
leaders, and an examination of public investments made by comparable destination resort communities
throughout the country.
The matrix categorizes potential projects in terms of public versus public / private investments and outlines a
general magnitude of public investment needed to complete each project. It categorizes the potential projects in
terms of their potential timing (short term versus long term), and provides ratings for each project based upon
the potential to increase the number of destination visitors, increase the overall competitiveness of Park City in
the resort market, the potential to stimulate private investment, and the potential to improve the overall visitor
experience. The project list evaluates the physical, political, and financial feasibility of each project and it
provides an evaluation of the overall financial return and intangible return (in terms of benefits to the
community’s quality of life).
The completed project list groups potential investments into three general categories: 1) Parking Lot
Redevelopment projects include a range of investments concerning the parking lots surrounding Park City
Mountain Resort and surrounding areas; 2) Transit, Traffic, Circulation and Walkability projects are designed to
improve the function of major intersections and the experience of drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists in the
Lower Park Avenue area; 3) Community and Neighborhood Redevelopment and Improvement projects concern
redevelopment efforts and environmental and streetscape projects in various locations within the Lower Park
Avenue Redevelopment Area. The completed list ranks the potential projects in each category by their overall
composite score across the full range of criteria.
In addition, the Design Workshop team and City staff have outlined a series of five additional projects that are
not included on the official project list but may warrant additional discussion and consideration by Council
going forward.
The completed project list is intended to serve as a basis for ongoing discussion of how to proceed with
redevelopment in the Lower Park Avenue neighborhood and other areas of Park City. Council will need to
work with staff and the community in order to refine ideas for potential investment projects and carefully select
ventures that will stimulate further redevelopment and provide good financial and non-financial returns to the
City.
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